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1 Introduction
TAESS (Thermoeconomic analysis of energy systems software) is a tool designed to
perform the thermoeconomic analysis of any energy system from its thermodynamic
model and productive structure.
It is based on the works on Termoeconomics developed in CIRCE (Centre of research
for energy resources and consumption) and the Dpt. of Mechanical Engineering of the
University of Zaragoza (Spain), since 1986. Their main characteristics are:
User Interface based on Excel.
Exergy Cost computation.
Automatic generation of the Fuel-Product Table.
Cost decomposition and formation process of products and residues analysis.
Fuel Impact analysis.
Irreversibility variation analysis.
This manual explains the software installation, the basic handling of the application and
the structure of the reports and results that are obtained.
TAESS version 2.0 is designed based on prototype version 1 of TAESS. This version is
not limited in the size of systems that can handle, has all the functionality available and
can be used for educative purposes.
Detailed documentation about the algorithms used and a collection of examples could
be found at http://www.exergoecology.com.

2 TAESS specifications
TAESS is an application based on Visual Basic macros for Microsoft Excel©. TAESS
source is incorporated inside the code of a Microsoft Excel© workbook.
No setup is need if Microsoft Excel© is installed: TAESS ver. 2.0 can be obtained from:
http://www.exergoecology.com/taess

2.1 Requirements
To execute this application is required:
Microsoft Windows© XP, VISTA or 7 operating system
Microsoft Excel© 2007 or 2010

2.2 Regional Settings
TAESS is designed to work with the number options defined by the regional settings
“English (US)”. These options set the Decimal symbol to a “.” (point) and the Digit
grouping symbol to a “,” (comma) in both the Numbers and Currency tab sheets.
The first and quickest is to change your Windows Regional settings to one of the ANSI
languages such as English US, English UK etc.
Excel 2010 by default uses the system defined decimal separator. In Windows 7 this is
defined under the Regional and Language Settings available under Control Panel.
Control Panel –> Clock, Language and Region –> Change the date, time, or number
format

Figure 1, Regional and Language Windows settings

Click on Additional settings button. This would display the Customize Format window
where the Decimal Separator is defined.

Figure 2, Customize Format

But Excel 2010 provides option for overriding the system defined decimal
separator using the Advanced Options. The decimal separator in Excel 2010 can
be changed by Clicking File menu –> Options –> Advanced Screen options

Figure 3, Excel Options

Uncheck the Use System separators and type the required symbol that needs to be used
in the Decimal separator field. This overrides the decimal separator defined under
Windows 7 Regional and Language settings.

2.3 Configuration Microsoft Office Excel
To work with this application you must verify the Excel macro security level. If Excel
has a macro security level of HIGH, macros will not open. Within Excel, click on File
tab\Trust center\Macro settings.

3 Running TAESS
TAESS starts when opening the Excel *.xml file. A welcome window (Figure 4) is
presented, from which you have access to all functions after clicking <<OK>> button:

Figure 4, Welcome window

The handling of TAESS is conceived around a work case: a reference state, an operation
state or both. The application makes, under user request, the calculations to obtain a
thermoeconomic diagnosis report.
The TAESS-Excel workbook contains all the required macros and two initial sheets:
TAESS fast guide
Worksheet 1 (as any Excel workbook)
Once, the workbook is opened, it can be managed as any other Excel workbook. You
can save it with a specific name that can be opened later.
When TAESS-Excel is opened, a Ribbon menu is created. This menu shows all new
TAESS functions.

Figure 5, Ribbon Tab

3.1 Physical Structure
In this version of TAESS there is not a specified worksheet for the diagram of the
physical structure of the system, but it could be created as any other worksheet. It could
serve as reference for the user.
We will use an example of Steam Cycle to illustrate the functionality of the program.

Figure 6, Physical Structure of the Steam Cycle

As seen in figure 5, only 3 buttons are activated:
New Definition: Creates a new TAESS project.
TAESS Options: Defines some criteria to consider during TAESS computing.
About: Presents general data about this TAESS version.
Before create a new project, it is recommendable to establish some criteria about
TAESS functions. After clicking TAESS Option button a new window with 3
parameters to define is presented:

Figure 7, TAESS Options

Show Auxiliar Results: With this options auxiliary matrices computed during the
thermoeconomic analysis can be presented or not. These matrices can help to
understand the algorithm used by TAESS in order to obtain results.

Matrix <KR> Option: Defines the way in which Matrix <KR>
is calculated from residue formation cost criteria, TAESS can implement 3 different
options:
1. Proportional to input resources used to generate the residue.
2. Proportional to cost of products dissipated.
3. Proportional to the irreversibility cost of each process.
Exergy units: In this version of TAESS, users can choose among 7 different units in
which can express Exergy.
Finally, after clicking the New Definition button, General Data window will be
presented:

Figure 8, General Data window

This window shows the TAESS Options previously defined, and ask for the number of
devices (productive & dissipative) and flows in the system.

3.2 General Data
Following the example of the steam cycle, devices and flows are designed as follows:

Figure 9, Definition of the steam cycle

In order to make a correct definition of the system configuration you should know
which devices are productive and which are dissipative
Productive devices: Their purpose is to obtain products that will be used in further
processes or becomes the final product of the system, e.g.:
o

Pump: Its purpose is elevate pressure of water, which will be used in the
boiler.

o

Turbine: Its purpose is to produce mechanical energy used in the generator.

Dissipative devices: Their purpose is to reduce or eliminate the environmental
impact of the residues generated in other devices, e.g.:
o
o

Condenser: Its purpose is to dissipate the heat (entropy) generated in a steam
cycle.
Stack: Its function is to reduce the temperature and pressure of the combustion
gases and expel it to the environment.

In our example there are five devices (4 productive and 1 dissipative) and 9 flows, see
Figure 6.
3.2.1 General Data sheet
After accept the new definition data, General Data worksheet is created and presented as
in figure 10. Notice that some buttons of the ribbon tab are now activated. Superscript
of the Dissipative definition indicates the <KR> option defined previously.

Figure 10. General Data

3.2.2 Flows Exergy.
In order to make the thermoeconomic analysis of the system it is necessary to have the
exergy of each the flow of the system, those are obtained from an external
thermodynamic model.
The application allows defining two datasets of thermodynamic states: a “reference”
state and “operation” or present state.

Figure 11

3.2.3 Physical Structure
The definition of the physical structure is easier than in TAESS previous version.
Physical structure in TAESS version 2.0 follows an intuitive definition of Fuel and
Product.

Figure 12, Fuel / Product definition

Based on figure 6 physical structure was defined as follows:
Environment: Flows 8 and 9 are sent to the environment, which are considered
as its fuel “e8+e9”. Flow 5 is provided by the environment to the cycle, this is
considered as product “e5”.
Productive devises: Following the assignation rules of thermoeconomic, fuels
and products are defined. For example in the case of the combustor, flow 5 is
provided as fuel from the environment “e5” and the product is the difference
between flows 1 (in) and 4 (out), “e1-e4”.
Dissipative devises: Following the assignation rules of thermoeconomic, fuels
and products are defined except for the difference that the product is defined as
the flow getting out of the system with no useful exergy, in this case “e9”.
Recirculation case: An especial case can be found when exist a recirculation of
a flow, for example in figure 13 (Conventional Reheated Rankine cycle). The
total fuel of the boiler considered here is represented by flow 15, but the product
is divided in two: The product obtained by the difference between flows 1 and
18, and the product obtained from flows 2 and 3. In this case the Product
definition can be represented as the sum of these two products: “(e1-e18)+(e3e2)”, all flows inside parenthesis defines the recirculation product, and symbol
“+” is used to separate each recirculation product inside the device. See Figure
13.
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Figure 13, Recirculation case example
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3.2.4 Exergy and Productive Structure
Once we have all information about the system, it is necessary to create the productive
structure and check that all exergies are well defined.

Figure 14, Ribbon tab

This version of TAESS generates automatically the productive structure. Clicking the
Check Structure button, TAESS will compute and present the results as can be seen in
figure 15.

Figure 15, TAESS Productive Structure

If the Fuel/Product definition is correct, numbers of the flows from physical structure
will become subscripts of the exergy symbol, in this case “e”.
In this step of the process is necessary to perform the exergy check method to verify that
all information is correct. To do this, two buttons are defined, one for the case of
reference and other one for operation. If all exergies are well defined TAESS will show
this window:

Figure 16, TAESS Exergy Check

On the contrary, if something is wrong with the productive structure o with the exergies,
TAESS will indicate the possible problem as in figure 17.

Figure 17, TAESS possible errors.

Figure 17 shows an error in the environment definition because only 9 flows are defined
and flow number 10 does not exist. In the productive structure we can find that flow 5
as input is not defined. Finally if an Exergy flow is not correct defined, in this case
reference Exergy flow 2, TAESS will mark the cell with error.

4 The TAESS Ribbon Tab
The TAESS commands are distributed in six tabs located at the top of the excel
workbook. See Figure 18.

Figure 18, TAESS Ribbon Tab, all buttons activated

Productive Structure: In this section a new project can be defined, and we can
also check the structure of the thermodynamic system.
Reference Analysis: Analysis of the reference state is defined in this tab.
Computation of the FP table, including cost and graphics can be perform from
here. Exergy load and check also included.
Operation Analysis: Same functions as in the case of reference, but considering
the operation case.
Diagnosis: If Operation and Reference data is available, Thermoeconomic
diagnosis with its graphics can be computed and presented.
Options: Define main parameters used during TAESS computing.
About: Shows important information about this TAESS version.

4.1 Import Data
The application can load exergy data from a general text format that could be easily
generated by any thermodynamic modeling software, like ASPEN.

Figure 19, TAESS, Load Exergy Flows

The following General format required for the *.txt file is:

Figure 20, TAESS *.txt example

Sometimes the use of "." or "," can cause problems, it depends on the office
configuration. See section 1.2.

4.2 About
It shows a panel with information about TAESS:

Figure 21, TAESS about

5 TAESS Structure
The TAESS computations generate three types of reports:
Table F-P for each state (Reference and Operation)
Cost Analysis for each state, which include the result report and the cost formation
graph.
Thermoeconomic Diagnosis, which includes the result report and the fuel impact
and irreversibility analysis graphs.
To access to each worksheet generated by TAESS, you must click on the corresponding
tab, located on the bottom of the workbook.
Figure 22, TAESS worksheets

5.1 Table F–P
The table F-P worksheet contains the F-P table.

Figure 23, Table F-P

The F-P table is the adjacency matrix of the productive graph of the plant. It provides
information about the resources and product distribution. Each cell E(i,j) represents the
portion of the product of the component i-th becomes fuel of the j-th component. It is
divided in three parts:
The P0 row, which contains the external resources of the system.
The F0 row, which contains the system outputs, both final products and residues.
The [FP] matrix, which represents the internal distribution of the product.
Figure 23 shows the FP table of the Steam cycle system. The external resources enter in
the combustor cell P0-F1 (27700 kW). It has the final product: the net electrical power
of the generator F0-P4 (10000 kW). The exergy dissipated in the condenser is 914.4 kW
(cell F0-P5).

Figure 24, Auxiliar matrices from F-P table

If the function of Auxiliar matrices is activated another worksheet will be presented, see
Figure 24, in which tables as A-F, A-P are presented.

5.2 Exergy Cost Analysis.
The cost analysis is divided in 3 worksheets:
Summary Cost Analysis

Figure 25, Cost Analysis

The indexes shown in each column of the first table are:
F

Exergy of fuel (kW)

P

Exergy of product (kW)

I

Irreversibility (kW)

k

Unit consumption F/P (kW)

cF

Unit exergy cost of fuel (kW/kW)

cP

Unit exergy cost of product (kW/kW)

cP,e

Unit production cost due to irreversibilities (kW/kW)

cP,r

Unit production cost due to residues (kW/kW)

The unit exergy cost of the product is decomposed in two contributions. The first is due
to the irreversibilities and the second to the residues.

Figure 26, FPR Table

In the second worksheet created from Cost analysis, the FPR Table can be found as seen
in figure 26. Each cell C(i,j) represents the cost of the product of the i-th component
becomes fuel of the j-th component.
Finally, the Flow cost Analysis is presented:

Figure 27, Flow Cost analysis

E

Exergy of flow (kW)

Ce

Exergy cost of flow due to irreversibilities (kW)

Cr

Exergy cost of flow due to residues (kW)

C

Total exergy Cost of the flow (kW)

ce

Unit exergy cost of flow due to irreversibilities (kW/kW)

cr

Unit exergy cost of flow due to residues (kW/kW)

c

Total unit exergy cost of the flow (kW/kW)

Furthermore, an additional worksheet can be created. It contains auxiliary matrices
computed during the complete process.

Figure 28, Auxiliary matrices from Cost Analysis

The Show graph button permits visualize the cost formation graph. The unit exergy cost
of the product is decomposed in the contributions of the irreversibilities of each
components and the contribution of each residue.
Figure 29, shows this graph in the case of the steam cycle. The combustor is the first
component of the production process and its irreversibilities are charged to the cost of
all components.

Figure 29, Cost formation graph

5.3 Thermoeconomic Diagnosis
The objective of the thermoeconomic diagnosis is the location and quantification of the
anomalies causing the reduction of the system efficiency.
The thermoeconomic analysis of a plant is performed through the comparison of two
thermoeconomic states. The presence of anomalies in the operation or current state is
determined by the deviation on some indexes with respect to a reference state.
This methodology allows obtaining a common set of indexes for every component of
the system, whose could be used in combination with other local parameter to provide
useful information for the plant operation.
We need to load two dataset, one for reference and other for the operation state, to
execute the thermoeconomic diagnosis.
It generates one worksheet:
A report worksheet, which contains the thermoeconomic diagnosis indexes.

Figure 30, Thermoeconomic Analysis

Figure 30 shows the Diagnosis worksheet of the steam cycle system. It contains only
one table:
Fuel Impact decomposition indexes based both in the irreversibility increase and the
malfunction cost. The following indexes for each component are shown:
MF

Malfunction (kW)

DI

Irreversibility variation (kW).

DPs

Total Product variation (kW).

The sum of the last two columns is equal to the fuel impact.
MF*
DP

*

Malfunction cost (kW)
Total Product variation cost (kW).

The sum of these three columns is also equal to the fuel impact.
If auxiliary matrices option is activated, diagnosis presents the malfunction and
disfunction matrix.

Figure 31, Auxiliar diagnosis matrices

In the first table, each element MF(i,j) represents the additional consumption of
resources from the i-th component due to a malfunction on the j-th component. The
malfunction of a component is the sum of the variation of the resources consumptions.
For example, MF(0,1) equals to 87.7 kW, represents the additional consumption of
external resources due to a malfunction in the combustor.
In the disfunction matrix each element DF(i,j) is the increment in the irreversibility of
the component i-th produced by a malfunction in component j-th. DF(1,2) shows an
increment in the irreversibility (0.5 kW) of combustor due to a malfunction in the
turbine.
From this analysis we can found two graphics:
The irreversibility analysis shows the contributions of the irreversibility increment in
each component. Combustor is the component with more irreversibility increment due
to the malfunction from the turbine and external resources. The negative malfunction of
the turbine indicates that the malfunction in the system decreases the additional
resources in the component.

Figure 32, irreversibility graphic

The second graphic shows the malfunction analysis; it can be observed most of
irreversibilities occur in the combustor. Turbine presents the same negative malfunction
but its irreversibilties are explained because of the disfunction in combustor and
generator.

Figure 33, malfunction analysis

6 TAESS reboot
Sometimes when Excel is closed and open, TAESS data is not recognized and it is
necessary to recover some parameters.
If General Data sheet exist, TAESS can recover data and will ask about the
Exergy units and the way of calculating residues
If General Data sheet does not exist, TAESS cannot recover data and project
must be started over again.

Figure 34, TAESS Error Message

6.1 Start another project
There are two options:
1. Keep a copy of TAESS for each project you have, the name of the excel book
can be changed

Figure 35, TAESS projects

2. Press New Definition button and present project is deleted.

Figure 36, TAESS Message

Parameters can be defined again or press cancel button to close TAESS General
Data window and all TAESS sheets in the workbook will be gone.

Figure 37, TAESS General Data Window (cancel button reboots present project)

7 Error Messages
When TAESS is run, it can be generated some errors:
The format of the file is not been worth. This error is generated when the type of
format of the file is not correct.
The F-P definition is not correct. This error can be due to:
o
o
o

The import archives represent Fuel and Product as 1 and 2 respectively. If the
FP definition has some flows that are represented with a different value, it will
be marked as error.
If a device has not defined at least an input and a output.
If a devices has not defined at least a fuel and a product.

The configuration is not well defined. This error will appear when the number of
devices is greater that the number of flows
There is not enough data available. This error indicates that not all the values of the
flows have been provided.

